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Abstract:  

In wireless sensor networks, data fusion is often performed in order to reduce the overall message transmission 

from the sensors toward the base station. We investigate the problem of data fusion assurance in multi-level 

data fusion or transmission in this paper. Different to a recent approach of direct voting where the base station 

polls other nodes directly regarding to the received fusion result, we propose a scheme that uses the time-slotted 

voting technique. In this scheme, each fusion node broadcasts its fusion data or ―vote‖ during its randomly 

assigned time slot. Only the fusion result with enough number of votes will be accepted. Thus, our scheme 

eliminates the polling process and eases the energy consumption burden on the base station or the fusion data 

receiver, which could well be the intermediate nodes. Our analysis and simulation results support our claim of 

superiority of the proposed scheme. 
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Article: 

1. Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) comprise many tiny, low-cost, battery-powered sensors in an area of interest 

[1,2]. The sensors detect environmental variations and then transmit the detection results to a base station [3,4]. 

The detection results are usually processed before they are transmitted to the base station, reducing the overall 

transmission energy consumption. This process is called data fusion [5–7] or data aggregation [8,9]. The sensor 

that collects the detection results from other sensors and performs the data fusion is a fusion node. The fusion 

data are then sent to the base station through multiple hops or a direct link (i.e., one hop). 

 

Although fusion significantly lowers the traffic between the fusion node and the base station, the fusion node is 

more critical and vulnerable to malicious attacks than regular sensors [10,11]. If a fusion node is compromised, 

then the base station cannot ensure the correctness of the collected fusion data. This problem of fusion data 

assurance arises because the detection results are not sent to the base station at all and the fusion result cannot 

be verified. In WSNs with multi-level of data fusions or transmission, this problem becomes more severe as the 

early fusion results are fused multiple times before reaching the base station and the intermediate fusion nodes 

may be compromised. 

 

Several approaches have been proposed to address this attack in WSNs with fusion results directly transmitted 

to the base station [12–15]. Some of the approaches may be easily extended to a multi-hop version [13]. Some 

works will be described in detail in next section. The scheme by Deng et al. [16] is specifically designed to 

assure the fusion data received at the base station in the multi- hop network. The method constructs multiple 

paths between the fusion node and the base station. The base station obtains a copy of the fusion result through 

each route and then compares all of the received fusion results. However, as the potential number of 

compromised nodes increases, the number of required paths increases. Furthermore, transmitting several copies 
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of the fusion results toward the base station consumes a large mount of power. Therefore, an efficient method 

for fusion data assurance is needed. 

 

This work proposes a time-slotted voting scheme combining the concept of time division multiple access with 

direct voting mechanism proposed by Pai and Han [15]. In the direct voting mechanism, the base station 

receives the fusion data from a randomly chosen fusion node and then polls other sensor nodes, as witnesses, for 

votes on the fusion data. The vote is exploited to verify the correctness of the fusion data and the base station 

consumes some extra power to verify the data fusion results. In WSNs with multi-level of data fusion or 

transmission, however, the intermediate fusion nodes do not have such extra power to verify the incoming 

fusion results. Therefore, the direct voting mechanism will not work well in WSNs with multi-level of data 

fusions or transmission. Instead, we propose to use a proactive verification technique. In this technique, each 

fusion node is assigned a time slot to broadcast its fusion result, eliminating the polling process completely. The 

key advantages of the proposed scheme are summarized as follows: 

 All properties of the direct voting scheme proposed in [15] are still present: low transmission, short 

verification delay, exclusion of compromised nodes, no extra memory requirement, and reject of forged 

result when the number of compromised nodes is less than the number of required support votes. 

 Every data fusion node has the same task and the assurance process in each hop is performed 

cooperatively by a group of sensors. Thus, data fusion assurance can be implemented in the WSN easily. 

 No iterative process is needed. The assurance process can be performed with the transmission of the 

fusion result to the base station. Therefore, only a fixed and short delay is added to the process. 

 

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly addresses the problem of data fusion 

assurance in WSNs and previous works on the problem. Section 3 describes the proposed scheme and its 

performance and overhead. Section 4 presents a performance evaluation of the proposed approach. Concluding 

remarks and suggestions for future work are presented in Section 5. 

 

2. Data fusion assurance problem and the previous work 

Fig.1 depicts a WSN for distributed detection with N sensors for collecting environment variation data. The 

collected data are transmitted to a fusion node from all of the sensors. The fusion node yields a final result 

according to the data, and sends the final result to a base station directly. 

 

Two problems must be addressed to ensure that the base station obtains the correct result. First, the fusion node 

must correctly fusion all of the collected data. Several algorithms have been proposed to deal with this problem 

[4,17]. The second problem concerns assurance of the fusion result (transmission between the fusion node and 

the base station is assumed herein to be error- free). Since the fusion node may be compromised, forged data 

may be transmitted to the base station, which has no way to detect such forged results. This is the so-called 

stealthy attacks, where an attacker tries to trick the base station to accept a forged result [12]. This work only 

focuses on the stealthy attack but not others. The main idea of the proposed scheme is to avoid using integrity 

mechanism such as Message Authentication Codes (MACs) which intro duce extra transmission overhead. 

Since only stealthy attack is considered, for which assurance of receiving correct fusion data is the main issue, a 

simple voting scheme is proposed. The fusion result is broadcast such that compromised node can only jam the 

signal but cannot modify it. However, we do not consider denial-of-service attack in this work. The only 

overhead that is taken into account is the extra effort for preventing the network from the stealthy attack. 

 

Chan et al. [12] developed an assurance process for data fusion using a Merkle tree. The fusion node establishes 

a Merkle hash tree using collected detection results as leaves. The base station requests one of the results and 

checks if it is consistent with the tree during the assurance process. The probability of detecting a cheating 

fusion node can be increased by transmitting more detection results to the base station. However, individual 

assurance algorithm must be developed for each of different fusion operations such as average, sum, and 

maximum. General one-for-all assurance approach is difficult to design. Additionally, only one fusion node is 

assumed to be able to communicate with the base station. When it is compromised, the base station can no 



longer receive correct fusion data. This method was later extended to the case where the fusion is performed 

over a fusion tree including multiple fusion nodes as internal nodes [13]. In [13], MACs are applied to the 

assurance process and the technique can detect multiple compromised nodes. Nevertheless, when any fusion 

node is compromised or faulty, the assurance process fails and the network stops functioning. Moreover, the 

communication loading for the assurance process is O(M∆H
2
K), where M is the number of nodes in the 

network, ∆
 
is the degree of the fusion tree, H is the height of the fusion tree, and K is the length of the MAC. 

Frikken and Dougherty further reduced the communication loading to O(M∆HK) [18]. 

 

  
 

Du et al. [14] developed a witness-based approach to ensure the correctness of the fusion result as illustrated in 

Fig. 2. Pai and Han [15] proposed a direct-voting mechanism to improve the witness- based approach. The base 

station chooses a fusion node to transmit the fusion result and then polls other fusion nodes one by one to check 

whether they agree with the transmitted fusion result. The base station obtains the vote from the witness node 

directly instead of through the chosen node. No forgery problem exists and only one correct fusion result will be 

transmitted to the base station. However, the base station consumes more energy to conduct the assurance 

process because several rounds of polling may be necessary to obtain a valid fusion result. Moreover, when 

multiple hops are needed to transmit the fusion result to the base station, this scheme cannot be employed since 

the intermediate fusion nodes between the base station and the fusion node may be compromised. Thus, when 

data fusion results are sent through multiple hops, fusion assurance should be provided on the intermediate 

nodes, which cannot simply take the base station’s role because their limited battery power. 

 

3. Time-slotted voting mechanism 

3.1. Network structure and algorithm 

The structure in Fig. 2 is extended to a multi-hop fusion scenario. Fig. 3 illustrates the network structure for data 

fusion assurance in such WSNs with N sensors and M1 fusion nodes. H hops are required to transmit the fusion 

result to the base station from the fusion node. At the hth hop, h = 1,2,...,H— 1, Mh+1 fusion nodes
1
 are grouped 

at the h + 1 layer to receive and forward the fusion result. Note that the relation between Mh+1 and Mh is 

arbitrary. Local time synchronization is assumed at each layer.
2
 The base station obtains the fusion result at the 

Hth hop (the final hop). This network structure can be found in clustered WSNs [20]. Several real multi- hop 

sensor networks can be found in [21]. 

 

In the direct-voting scheme, the base station consumes most power in the polling process. In this work, we 

propose a time-slotted voting approach, in which every fusion node at one layer of the multi-hop WSN 

transmits its vote or fusion result to the fusion node at the next layer in a pre-assigned and fixed time slot. With 

such pre-assigned time-slotted transmissions, no polling is necessary. 

 

We use the fusion process of the hth layer fusion nodes as an example for discussion. Fusion nodes of other 

layers follow the same procedure. Assume there are Mh fusion nodes at the hth layer. 

 



In general, each of the Mh fusion nodes gets a chance to submit its data or vote, unless it is unnecessary (this 

point will become clear later). The transmission schedule for these Mh fusion nodes can be rotated to balance 

their power consumption. All fusion nodes will listen while other fusion nodes at the same layer transmit. A 

threshold Th is used in order to decide whether a certain result has obtained enough votes. 

 

Without loss of generality, we name the Mh fusion nodes at the hth layer as node 1,2,...,i,...,Mh according to the 

sequence of their transmission schedule. Therefore, node 1 sends first and node 2 sends next, and so on. When it 

is node i’s turn to transmit, it will choose the first clause that agrees with its observation thus far: 

C1. If more than Th votes have been submitted to support a certain fusion result, node i remains silent. 

C2. If no fusion result has received at least Th — (Mh — i) votes, node i remains silent. 

C3. If there has been a fusion result transmitted earlier on (by one fusion node whose transmission schedule 

is ahead that of node i), node i will send an agreement vote to support this result. 

C4. Otherwise, it will send its fusion result. 

 

At the end of the transmission time slots of all fusion nodes at this layer, if there exists a data fusion result with 

at least Th supporting votes, this result will be accepted. 

 

We explain the intuitive reasons to follow the different clauses in our algorithm as below. Our algorithm 

ensures that a data fusion node sends its data only when it is necessary to do so. The objective of each hop is to 

ensure an agreement on a correct data fusion result. If there has been such a result with more than Th supporting 

votes (including the original sender), other nodes do not need to vote (hence clause C1). In some scenarios, the 

nodes close to the end of the transmission sequence may see that, even if all the rest of fusion nodes agree with 

the currently most-popular result, there is no way to come up with a result with at least Th supporting votes. 

Therefore, it is useless to send in more votes or even new data (hence clause C2). Clause C3 simply states that a 

fusion node will send an agreement vote to support a result that has been submitted before. Clause C4 makes 

sure that someone will submit new results when there is a chance to obtain enough votes. 

 

 

 

3.2. Discussions of the algorithm 

We have the following discussions of the algorithm that we just explained: 

Transmission schedule. The order of the time slots is important. The node with the first time slot, i.e., the first 

node, must transmit its fusion result. Assuming that, in general, the fusion result has more bits than the vote, the 

first node will consume more power than other nodes. Moreover, if the first node is compromised, all other 

nodes will have to send more bits, on an average, as shown in Section 3.3. Since no information about 

compromised nodes is known, the order should be random and should be changed periodically such that all 

nodes consume approximately the same power. This will lead to a more balanced power consumption of sensors 

in the WSN. 



Promiscuous mode. Data broadcasting techniques are adopted in this scheme because the data must be received 

at all fusion nodes of all layers. All nodes must save every received fusion result in order and the number of its 

corresponding supports (i.e., votes). Such records play a critical role for each node, e.g., node i, to decide which 

of the clauses among C1, C2, C3, and C4 to take. 

Multi-layer fusion. All fusion nodes employed in Fig. 3 have the same inputs and outputs. However, this 

network structure model can be extended to a network with multi-layer fusion [13]. The nodes in every layer 

may be divided into several groups such that a tree-structured network is formed. The nodes in a fusion group 

can fuse the detection results of the sensors in the same fusion group and then securely get fusion results from 

the fusion groups of the previous (lower) layer. Finally, the nodes can combine all of these fusion results to 

produce a new fusion result and transmit it to the next (higher) layer. Note that every node in the network may 

have the same functions, including data sensing, transmitting, data fusion, and data fusion assuring. 

 

3.3. Performance analysis 

First of all, since the assurance process is performed with the transmission of the fusion result to the base 

station, the delay is fixed and equals to M-τ, where τ; is the duration of one time slot, and 

 

In order to reduce the delay, the number of fusion nodes involved in forwarding fusion results should not be too 

large. However, smaller number of fusion nodes at each layer results in higher probability for the base station to 

receive forged fusion results. Hence, there is a tradeoff between the delay and security strength. 

 

Next, the performance analysis of the proposed scheme is divided into two parts: security and communication 

traffic. In the security analysis, the majority voting rule is assumed to be adopted in every hop of the scheme, 

where Th + 1 ≥ [Mh/2] and Mh is odd. We also assume that the fusion result received by the fusion nodes at first 

layer is always correct. This assumption is needed for us to evaluate the effect of hop-transmissions. Moreover, 

we assume that all compromised nodes collaborate with each other to make the base station accept a forged 

fusion result. The base station accepts a forged fusion result only if the number of compromised nodes in hth 

layer, Ch, exceeds Th and the compromised nodes cooperate with each other. Based on the assumption that a 

node may be compromised with an i.i.d. probability pc, the probability that a forged fusion result is accepted in 

the hth hop is given by 

 

When more than Th nodes are not compromised, the correct fusion result is obtained in the hth hop. 

Accordingly, the probability that a correct fusion result is accepted in the hth hop is represented by 

 

If a correct fusion result is received in the base station, then in each hop, it must be received successfully. 

Hence, the probability that the base station receives a correct fusion result, R, is then 

 

The probability that the base station accepts a forged result is derived for two cases. The first case is that the 

compromised nodes in the same hop cooperate with each other but the compromised nodes in the different hops 

do not cooperate (partial cooperation). Let   
  be the probability of the event   

  that a forged result is accepted 

at hth hop and the result is successfully transmitted to the base station. Then 

 



The probability that the base station accepts a forged result is the probability of the union event of   
  for all 1 ≤ 

h ≤ H. It is clear that   
  and   

  are disjoint events for all i ≠ j. Hence, the probability that the base station 

accepts a forged result is 

 

The second case is that the compromised nodes in all hops cooperate with each other (full cooperation). Let   
  

be the probability of the event   
  that a forged result is accepted at hth hop and but no forged result is accepted 

prior to this layer: 

 

The probability that the base station accepts a forged result is the sum of all chances of a forged result is 

accepted at each of the layers: 

 

The calculation is due to our assumption of all compromised nodes collaborating to each other. For instance, if a 

forged result is accepted at jth layer, the compromised nodes at higher layers, j + 1, j + 2,..., Hth layers, will 

make no attempt to change this result. 

 

The above equations indicate that if Th is higher, the forged fusion result is accepted with lower probability and 

the correct fusion result is rejected more easily. The choice of Th is therefore critical to balance between 

rejecting forged results and rejecting correct results. Fig. 4 compares the probabilities that the base station 

accepts a forged fusion result and a correct result when M1=21, M2=17, M3=13, M4=11, M5=7, T1=10, T2=8, 

T3=6, T4 = 5, T5 = 3, and H = 5. For two cases, the probability that the base station accepts a correct result is 

much larger than the probability that the base station accepts a forged result when pc < 0.1. In contrast, the 

probability that the base station accepts a forged result is larger than the probability that the base station accepts 

a correct result when pc > 0.34. Moreover, it is not surprised that the case of the partial cooperation in Fig. 4(a) 

has a little lower probability of accepting a forged result than the case of the full cooperation in Fig. 4(b). 

However, the probabilities of accepting a correct result in both cases are identical. Notice that it is possible that 

no result is accepted. 

 

Since the node transmits data by broadcast, the communication traffic must be divided into two parts: 

transmission and reception. In short range communications, the reception dominates the power consumption. 

Nevertheless, the transmission consumes much more power than the reception in long range communications 

[22]. Because the number of the receiving nodes at each transmission equals to the number of nodes at two 

neighboring layers, the reception power can be easily derived from the transmission traffic. Hence, we will only 

focus on the derivation of transmission traffic. 

 

The analysis for the transmission traffic assumes that a compromised node always disagrees with the correct 

fusion result and transmits the forged fusion result. Whether such a compromised node prefers to send a 

completely different fusion result depends on Pf: If the compromised node attempts to trick the receive node to 

accept the forged fusion result, then it always agrees with the fusion result transmitted by other compromised 

nodes, i.e., Pf=1. If Pf= 0, however, the compromised node always disagrees with the current fusion results. 

 



 
 

In this work, overhead is adopted as a transmission traffic index. The overhead is defined as the total number of 

bits, except the bits for one copy of the correct fusion result, transmitted to the base station by uncompromised 

nodes during the data assurance process. Furthermore, we only consider the complexity when a correct fusion 

result can be sent to the base station since when a forged one is accepted by the base station or when no result is 

accepted by the station the network is either useless or must be re-organized or re-deployed. Since only 

receiving correct fusion result is considered, both attack models mentioned previously will have the same 

complexity. 

 

For a transmit node, denote kh(v) as the number of bits required for agreeing with the vth transmitted fusion 

result. Note that kh(v) may include packet headers that are needed for transmission. If Pf=1, the correct fusion 

result transmitted by an uncompromised node is the first transmitted result with probability (Mh — Ch)/Mh or 

the second transmitted result with probability Ch/Mh. When the fusion result is valid in the hth hop, i.e., the 

number of uncompromised nodes is greater than the threshold (Mh — Ch > Th), the number of agreeing votes on 

the correct fusion result is Th. The average overhead at the hth hop is then given by
3 

 
 



We can find that the overhead increases as Th increase. That is the overhead is O(Th) in the hth hop. The total 

overheads are represented by     
 Oh(1). Furthermore, every receive node only has to take and save two 

versions of fusion results. One is correct and the other is forged. 

When Pf= 0, every receive node at the hth layer must take and save at most Ch + 1 versions of fusion results, 

where one is correct and the others are forged. The overhead at the hth hop is related to the time slot where the 

first uncompromised node appears to transmit its fusion result. The probability that the first uncompromised 

node is located at the vth node, v=1,2,...,Ch+ 1, i.e., v —1 compromised nodes transmit their fusion results 

before it, is represented by 

 

The above analysis is derived as the problem of counting for Ch black balls (compromised nodes) and Mh — Ch 

white balls (valid uncompromised nodes) together since all compromised nodes (uncompromised nodes) have 

the same behavior. Similar to the case of Pf = 1, when the fusion result is valid, the average overhead in the  

hth hop is given by 

 
Similarly, the overhead is O(Th) in the hth hop and the total overhead is the summation of the overheads of all 

hops, i.e., 

 

Next we describe a method to assign kh(v) for different vs. When the transmit node agrees with the first 

transmitted result, it sends nothing. When the transmit node agrees with the vth transmitted result, where v > 1, 

it sends the value of v — 2. Thus, 

 

Fig. 5 shows the overheads in the hth hop while Mh =11, Th = 5 and Mh = 21, Th = 10. The case of Pf = 0 has 

higher overhead than the case of Pf =1. Notice that the base station accepts the forged fusion result when Ch > 5 

for Mh = 11 and Ch > 10 for Mh = 21. By Fig. 5, there are less than three and six bits of overhead in one hop for 

Mh = 11 and 21, respectively. Notice that the overhead is strongly related to the number of compromised nodes, 

not the fusion nodes. Thus, only the case of Mh =11 is shown in the following simulations. Similar results can 

be found in when Mh = 11, Th = 10 as shown in Fig. 6. The case considering the packet size will be given in 

next section. 

 

When the communication range between two layers is long, the transmission traffic dominates the power 

consumption. The overhead of the proposed scheme is O(THk), where T is the maximum number among all Th 

and k is the maximum number of bits in any agreed message which contains the bits required for agreeing. 

Since T is much less than the total number of nodes, M, and k is usually less than the length of MAC,
4
 the power 

consumption of the proposed method is much lower than the method in [18], O(M∆ HK). On the other hand, 

when the communication range is short, the power consumption of the reception must be considered. The 

communication of the proposed scheme becomes O(TΛHk), where Λ= max{M1,M2,...,MH}, because the number 

of receiving nodes at the h-hop is Mh—1 + Mh. Since Λ ≈ ∆, the power consumption of the proposed scheme is 

still lower than the method in [18]. 

 

3.4. Non -fully connected networks 

The algorithm detailed in Section 3.1 requires that all sensor nodes in the same data fusion group can hear each 

other. When these nodes are not fully connected or when collisions or packet loss occur at the overhearing 

nodes, it is possible that some sensors cannot hear from others. Based on our algorithm (Step 2d), such nodes 



may send data fusion results instead of their votes. Although this increases the voting overhead, which depends 

on the chance of nodes not overhearing from other nodes, the assurance process can work under the non-fully 

connected situation. Moreover, when the sensor nodes in the same group of clustered WSNs [20] cannot 

communicate with each other, the network must be re-grouped. It is temporary that the nodes are not fully 

connected. We investigate the added overhead in non-fully connected networks in Section 4. 

 

 



 

4. Performance evaluation 

Numerical calculation and simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. 

Ten thousand of Monte Carlo tests are run for each simulation. In the first set of simulations, the number of bits 

required for agreeing with the vth transmitted fusion result, kh(v), is the same as that given in Section 3. 

 

Packet headers are assumed to 5 bytes (40 bits) and 10 bytes (80 bits) in simulations. When Mh = 11 and Th = 5, 

the overheads of the proposed algorithm for Pf = 0 and 1 are illustrated in Fig. 7. Because the overhead is 

dominated by the header, variant Pf’s have almost identical performance. The overheads are lower than 100 and 

200 bits, that are Th/2 times of 40 and 80 bits, respectively, when Mh = 11, Th = 5 as illustrated in Fig. 7. 

 

 



 
 

The nodes in the same layer of a WSN are sometimes not fully connected. That is, some fusion nodes cannot 

overhear the data that the other fusion nodes transmitted to the intermediate node in the upper layer. The 

disconnected fusion node must send its fusion result at its time slot. Fig. 8 presents the overheads when the 

number of disconnected nodes is zero, one, and two. Notice that the curve of the disconnected case level off 

because the overhead mainly comes from the disconnected nodes. Every disconnected node must send its fusion 

results according the algorithm. Therefore, the overhead doubles when the number of the disconnected nodes 

increases from one to two. However, the overhead is not lasting as explained in Section 3.4. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Wireless sensor networks are expected to be deployed to different fields to collect useful data for the base 

station. Due to the large number of sensors and the amount of incoming data, data fusion is often performed to 

reduce the overall traffic from sensors toward the base station. In this work, we investigate the information 

assurance issue of the data fusion process, in which compromised sensor nodes may launch stealthy attacks to 

trick data fusion nodes and eventually the base station to accept false results. 

 

In this work, we have proposed a time-slotted voting scheme to achieve data fusion assurance in multi-hop 

fusion fashion, where data fusions are performed along the path where the results are sent toward the base 

station. In each of these fusion hops, a threshold Th is set. If a fusion result is supported by more than Th votes in 

the hth hop, it is accepted at the next layer. The scheme provides good security against sensor node 

compromise. Moreover, the traffic to be transmitted at hth hop is O(Th). 
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Notes: 

1. We use ―fusion nodes‖ instead of ―intermediate nodes‖ since all sensors in the WSN might fuse data 

from different sources. 

2. Since communication overheads for the local time synchronization could be O(1) [19] and the local 

synchronization is also necessary in many other applications, we will ignore the extra power consumption 

for the local time synchronization. 

3. We are considering a general situation that the bits required for agreeing with vth transmitted fusion 

result might different for vs. If they are the same, then Oh(1) is simply khTh, where kh is the number of 

such bits.  

4. A common length for an MAC is about 128 bits. 

 


